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Disclaimer: cognitive dissonance experience?

L. Festinger, 1957

Cognitive dissonance causes
feelings of unease and tension

People attempt to relieve this
discomfort in different ways

e.g. Rejecting new
information that conflicts with
their existing beliefs

More significant dissonance if:

Beliefs are more personal

Beliefs are hold in high regard

Substantial disparity between conflicting and harmonious beliefs
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Democracy: a (possibly) shared definition

A spinal principle for democracy (L. Mumford, 1964)

“what is common to all men should be placed above that which any
organization, institution or small group may claim for himself, giving a
final authority to the whole, rather than the part”

To various degrees, democratic societies are characterized by:

self-government, free communication as between equals

access to common knowledge, protection against external controls

moral responsibility for behavior affecting whole community

Give autonomy to individuals

self-direction, self-expression, and self-realization highly granted
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How it started: democratic (and sustainable) technologies

Tools available to small
communities

Local, relatively weak impact

Based on human skills, animal
energy, renewable resources

Wide diffusion, modest demand

Directed by people, margins of
autonomy and creativity
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Civilization: Cognitive, Agriculture, Scientific Revolutions

New configuration of technical invention, scientific observation, and
centralized political control

Mass organization

Diversified human-size
activities get unified at
monumental scale
Effiency: once autonomous
men got to work in unison

Invented new complex
human machines

with specialized, standardized,
replaceable parts

Mass construction via work, and mass destruction via armies

Goals beyond village horizon could be reached
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Faster resources exploitation in home
territory → abundance

Immense food crops supported big urban
population

Part of it released for pure science, religion,
bureaucracy, military

Develop technology of a new kind:
authoritarian

Compensate unsustainable increase in
ecological impact

Conquest new territories thanks to their
superiority
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Apparent advantages from developed system

Peace, production, democracy, industry

Food, Housing, Medical care, Transportation
Communication, Entertainment, Education

In quantities hardly available, in the past, even for a minority

To these conditions:

Only ask for what the system can provide

Agree to take everything offered
Processed, fabricated, homogenized, equalized
In precise quantities that the system - not the person - requires

Once chosen, no further choice remains

Is this not a fair bargain?

System outcomes might differ from goals of its components

Pollution, Wars, Pandemics coming along

Might have no time to enjoy, if life gets exterminated
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Authoritarian Technology Weaknesses

Availability

Need for supporting infrastructure,
maintenance, resources

Coherence

Eradicate diversity, enforcing
standardization through bureaucracy,
education, universal religions

Expansion

Maximize energy, speed, and
automation, regardless complexity of
sustainable life conditions

Control

Ultimately depending on humans
that might have other wishes

Consent and obedience is
required, but panopticon
can be internalized

See also M. Foucalt, 1975
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Setting the limits or giving up responsibility

Multiplication of strenght w/ machines, intelligence w/ computers

Danger does not come from specific discover or invention

Evaluate what is needed for a technology to exist (M. Dittmar, 2013)

Artificial Intelligence as an authoritarian technology

Requires authoritarian technologies to exist

Delegate the responsibility of decisions

Hide the center of authority even to those in power

Total control get delegated out of the life sphere

“We are research and development people. We think about what’s
possible, not what the government will do with it. That’s somebody else’s
job” (G. Greneker, Georgia Tech), cited by D. Jensen, 2004
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Today status and perspectives

See also “Banality of Evil” - H. Arendt, 1963

We tend to obey to authority (S. Milgram, 1963)

We tend to trust machines more than humans (S. S. Sundar, 2019)

Günther Anders, “Outdatedness of Human Beings 1”

We are no match for the perfection of our products

We produce more than we can visualize and take responsibility for

We believe, that, what we can do, are allowed to do

“The first and most pressing goal of the New Science is to permit us to
satisfy our most important material needs (nourishment, clothing,
housing) without becoming the slave of these needs through exhausting
and joyless work.”, A. Grothendieck, 1972
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Links
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MRI anterior cingulate

Lower Paleolithic, National Museum of Iran

Lucas van valckenborch, torre di babele, 1594

The Shard from the Sky Garden 2015

Information Awareness Office logo
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